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SUMMARY
In this thesis, BRAT is researched as a new hardware structure for cost-efficient branch
prediction. Relying on the fundamentals of machine learning, BRAT computes a branch
decision through a multi-layer neural network. To demonstrate the merits of BRAT, it is
used to predict branches in a typical pipeline and evaluate its accuracy. By utilizing a hidden
layer and activation functions, BRAT is able to introduce non-linearity and enable more
accurate prediction of branch outcomes because this structure exposes relationships that
may not be easily captured by a perceptron based approach or other popular methods. The
memory utilized by BRAT scales linearly with the number of inputs in the decision process.
At most memory footprints, BRAT is competitive with state-of-the-art branch predictors of
equivalent memory budgets. Additionally, as the memory footprint is increased, it is shown




Branch prediction continues to be a bottleneck in general purpose CPU performance and
energy efficiency despite several recent proposals [1]. With ever increasing pipeline depths,
and a stagnation in state of the art branch prediction techniques, there is a need for a new
approach to push forward that frontier. Most recent proposals to improve branch prediction
accuracy are built as additions to TAGE [2, 3, 4], or use pre-trained (offline) techniques
such as the neural network approach used by the BranchNet predictor to augment a primary
branch predictor for a small subset of branches in a program [5].
Conventional online approaches to branch prediction, such as the Perceptron predictor
and TAGE, operate on a combination of global and path histories in order to learn correla-
tions. While these predictors are agile and quickly adapt to different program phases, they
are limited in their complexity and effectiveness due to online training, and subsequently
struggle with non-linearity of branch correlations in the case of the Perceptron, and of ever
increasing storage demands in the cases where branches depend on longer histories as is the
case with TAGE. BranchNet, a recent proposal, attempts to alleviate these shortcomings by
augmenting TAGE with an offline trained convolutional neural network tailored to predict
a handful of hard-to-predict branches. However, the offline training approach suffers from
various shortcomings including a prohibitive dependence on a primary predictor, apriori
knowledge of the target workloads, long training times even with multiple GPUs, and un-
reasonably large storage requirements for tracking more than a handful of branches (∼ 512
Bytes per branch).
Neural binary predictors, defined as multi-layer neural networks with binary inputs and
online training, are well-fitted solutions to binary decision problems. in 1991, [6] showed
that a multi-layer feed-forward network is capable of universal approximation. Since then,
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neural architectures have exploded in popularity in a variety of domains such as image
recognition [7] and network intrusion detection [8]. Neural binary predictors have been
shown to be perfect fit for branch prediction due to the non-linearity of branch behavior,
the importance of correct prediction in modern, deep pipelines, and the ability to train
over time; the ability to map non-linearity is important because it theoretically allows the
network to, given enough size and time, learn every branch function [9].
However, the problem faced in most of the previous work regarding neural architec-
tures for branch prediction is that the hardware cost of online training and prediction is
prohibitively expensive[5]. This is largely due to the back-propagation phase of a neural
network requiring either floating point arithmetic or high precision fixed-point arithmetic.
Many papers have proposed novel solutions to the hardware cost of neural networks such
as [10, 5, 11]; however, these solutions require offline training such as in [10, 5] or digital-
analog hardware such as in [11].
This paper presents Branch Prediction via Adaptive Training (BRAT), a novel multi-
layered neural network based branch predictor that overcomes the shortcomings of prior
neural based branch prediction without the overheads of offline training while still retain-
ing the adaptability and swift training of online approaches. Because deeper neural net-
works are capable of learning much more complex relationships than shallow networks
such as the perceptron, BRAT is designed to have a hidden layer and non-linear activation
functions. However, even this small increase in complexity for the neural network has sub-
stantial impacts on the physical architecture. In order to reduce some of the cost, BRAT
takes inspiration from the perceptron predictor [9] and utilizes binary inputs to significantly
reduce the number of multipliers and enable other optimizations on the network.
This paper will first discuss related work and state-of-the art branch predictors (sec-
tion chapter 2), then detail an overview of the multi-layer neural approach to branch pre-
diction (section chapter 3), followed by details of BRAT’s architecture (section chapter 4).
This will be followed by a discussion of the evaluation methodology, and then the re-
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sults will be compared and discussed against other branch predictors (sections section 4.5
and chapter 5). Finally, the paper is concluded in section chapter 6.
3
CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Branch predictors can broadly be categorised into online (runtime) and offline based on
their internal state update method. Online training has increasingly been hampered with
exponentially increasing history lengths when presented with long complex and noisy his-
tories, exploding the implementation cost for negligible performance improvements. Re-
cent works have proposed using neuromorphic approaches in an offline setting to remedy
this weakness [5]. However, these approaches rely on a traditional primary predictor that
they augment with an expensive in memory neural predictor that is used for a susbset of
tough to predict branches. Moreover, offline approaches suffer from prohibitively expen-
sive (in resource and time) offline training required for each workload (Up to 16 hours
across 4 GPUs [5]).
2.0.1 Online Training
Online branch predictors are typically organized as table based predictors that use a com-
bination of global and path history to index into one or more prediction tables. The current
state of the art predictors are derivatives of the TAGE – TAgged GEometic history length [4]
and hashed perceptron [9] predictors.
TAGE uses an approximate PPM history compression technique to track the most com-
mon branch histories and hashes the global branch and local path histories to lookup ta-
bles of tagged saturating counters that provide the final prediction. Each one of its various
counter tables uses a unique history length, and longer history lengths are used when shorter
histories provide insufficient prediction accuracy. When predictions rely on deeper history
lengths, i.e. the branch history contains uncorrelated branches or the positions of correlated
branches in the history is non-deterministic, TAGE is forced to allocate a dedicated predic-
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tion counter per history pattern, causing an over-dependence on the larger history tables,
causing TAGE to behave like a global 2-level predictor in the worst case scenario [12].
TAGE-SC-L [2] is the most state of the art TAGE family predictor that augments vanilla
TAGE with a Loop predictor (L) and a Statistical Corrector (SC). The former is used to
improve branches in a loop by correlating with iteration count, while the later tracks and
corrects branches that TAGE repeatedly gets incorrect. The Statistical Corrector portion of
TAGE-SC-L can easily be adapted to BRAT with minor modifications in its implementation
timeline to meet the timing constraints and get timely predictions in a pipeline.
The second category of recent online branch proposals are based on the perceptron pre-
dictor. A perceptron is a neural network in its simplest form, i.e. it is a single layered
neural network that learns correlations between branch outcomes and the global history.
The perceptron predictor computes a summation of each history bit with a individual cor-
relation factors and then compares the result with a branch bias in order to make the final
prediction. However, (i) the perceptron predictor is unable to learn non-linear correlations,
and (ii) non-deterministic branch locations in the history bits can cause miss predictions.
The hashed perceptron [9] alleviates the later problem by hashing the global branch and
path history and learning correlation factors on these hashed values. However, aliasing
among history patterns continues to be a problem, resulting in loss of prediction accuracy.
Multi-layered neural branch predictors solve the problem of capturing non-linear correla-
tions between branches. However, their online training has apriori been considered too
expensive. However, as explained in the subsequent sections, BRAT presents a fully on-
line multi-layered neural network that is implementable in today’s processors with various
performance benefits over the existing state of the art.
Other proposals of online training are older architectures such as the Bi-Mode predictor
proposed in [13]. Bi-Mode uses two gshare predictors and chooses which one is used for
the final prediction based on a choice-predictor. Using multiple gshares and mechanisms




Offline predictors use application profiling to augment branch prediction accuracy. The
simplest form of this offline training is to learn the statistical bias of branches via compile
time optimizations such as value range propagation that are then applied during runtime to
increase the prediction accuracy [14, 15, 16, 17]. More recent work uses profiling for train-
ing application-specific predictors such as the Spotlight predictor that augments a gshare
like predictor with the more useful global history segments. However, for Spotlight to be
effective, correlated branches must exist at the same location during runtime that they did
during the profiling. The most recent offline training proposal, BranchNet, uses an on-chip
convolution neural network that is trained offline to augment a primary predictor, TAGE-
SC-L, in order to increase the correctly predicted fraction of a handful of hard to predict
branches in a program.
BranchNet uses three mutually exclusive traces (training, validation and test) to train
its convolutional neural network. The the 100 highest MPKI branches from the validation
set are identified and the network is trained and tested on the training and test sets. A
maximum of 41 branches are then encoded into the predictor based on the branches that
offer the best improvements in prediction accuracy. Branchnet is limited by two main
factors, first it requires a primary predictor for all the branches except the 41 hard to predict
branches that can be encoded into it. This is due to the exponential memory requirements of
adding more branches, making it infeasible as a primary predictor. Second, offline training
is both inconvenient and expensive – the target program must be known beforehand, and
still requires between 6-18 hours of training time when using 4 state of the art GPUs in
parallel per benchmark program. Both these factors together make BranchNet unsuitable
for modern day processors with ever evolving target applications and program behaviors.
Considering the inability of BranchNet to be used as a primary branch predictor, quali-
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tative comparisons are against the state of the art online training branch predictors, TAGE-
SC-L and perceptron in the evaluation chapter 5.
2.0.3 Fixed Point
In order to reduce the implementation cost of the BRAT predictor, fixed point representation
is utilized for storage and arithmetic [18]. Fixed point definitions can be represented as
”Q[I].[F], where a 2’s compliment binary number of consisting of I + F bits represents
a integer dynamic range defined by I bits and a fractional precision of 2−F . By utilizing
fixed point representations, BRAT is able to use integer arithmetic hardware instead of the
more costly floating point operations traditionally used in software defined neural networks.
While fixed point values do not represent the same level of precision or dynamic range
as floating point values, initial experiments showed that the accuracy of the network is
not significantly impacted by the change. As neural networks are used to approximate
relationships, they are tolerant to less precise values and arithmetic. According to [19] it is
well known that deep networks are able to achieve similar levels of accuracy using 16 bit




BRAT is a robust network that can be applied to branch prediction by selecting appropriate
inputs and a topology which allows for accurate and timely predictions. BRAT is built on
a neural network with a forward propagation pass, used for inferencing, and a back propa-
gation pass used for updating weights. This section discusses the high-level description of
the BRAT architecture.
3.1 Key Terms for a Multi-Layer Neural Network
Figure 3.1: Perceptron
3.1.1 Fully Connected Layer
A Fully Connected Layer is the core of a neural network where each input into the layer is
multiplied by an associated weight before they are added together. In this way, it mimics a
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linear function; keeping with this analogy, there is an additional bias for each output neuron
as well which can be thought of as the constant. The simplest example of a fully-connected
layer predictor is the perceptron as defined by [9] which uses the bits of the GHR register
as bipolar binary inputs and uses the sign bit of the resultant value to determine whether or
not a branch is predicted as taken as shown in Figure 3.1.
3.1.2 LeakyReLU
ReLU is an activation function in a neural network that helps introduce non-linearity. It
takes the positives as themselves, and the negative values as 0. LeakyReLU is a slight
modification of this where it takes the negative values as a very small positive constant
times the negative input in order to make sure that the network doesn’t get stuck, known as
the vanishing gradient problem.
3.1.3 Max-Pooling
Max-pooling is the act of using the max between neighboring inputs. Max-Pooling acts
beneficial in two ways: firstly it reduces the computations required for the next layer, and
secondly it can help in capturing non-linear relationships.
3.1.4 Sigmoid
Sigmoid can be considered a simple mapping of any number into the range (0,1). This func-
tion can be especially helpful at the end of the network for binary classification problems
such as branch prediction in order to map any network output onto a clear range between
two classes.
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3.2 The Layout of BRAT
3.2.1 Inputs to the Network
BRAT uses two inputs into the network instead of one. The Global History Register (GHR)
is one of the primary inputs, the GHR is used to provide a significant portion of the data
for the input vector into the predictor. The Program Counter(PC) was originally used as
another portion for the input vector, but BRAT performs better when using the PC to index
into a local history table and using those bits as the other portion of the input vector; this
completely decouples the PC from the inputs into the network. The PC is, however, still
used to index into a table of neural networks in order to lessen the load on any single
network and increase the per network accuracy. To create the input vector into the network,
the local history and global history are fed into the network with each single bit acting as a
single input into the network creating a bit vector, similar to the perceptron predictor [9].
3.2.2 Topology of BRAT
The Topology of BRAT is shown in Figure 4.1. Following this Topology, BRAT starts
with a single fully-connected layer. After this layer, LeakyReLU is implemented. After the
LeakyReLU layer, there is a sum-pooling layer. Finally, there is another fully-connected
layer. Then there is a sigmoid function at the end of the network.
3.2.3 Online Training vs Offline Training
The online training of the network is the most complex portion of the architecture; however,
it is also the most essential part of the network. While other papers [5] have shown the
potential of offline training, and currently the results of offline training on the network are
only slightly below that of online training, offline training is not a viable approach for a
main branch predictor solution, which this research is targeting, at this point in time. This
is due to two main reasons: offline training as a primary predictor requires an initial training
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session where the entire work-load would be put on the secondary predictor for the initial
run-through and training time is high. Currently, it takes the offline version of the network
around 8 hours to train for 100M on a 1 core CPU. BranchNet [5] required anywhere from
6 to 18 hours across 4 GPUs for their training. For these reasons, offline networks currently
show potential, but for now remain primarily as supplementary predictors.
BRAT is able to accomplish online training by utilizing a Sigmoid activation function
on the output of the forward propagation and then using Binary Cross-Entropy loss function
in order to train effectively for branch prediction.
3.3 Forward Propagation
Forward propagation is the process of taking the input vector and turning it into a predic-
tion. This means that the critical path to get a prediction is through the forward propagation.
The output after going through the forward propagation is a value between 0 and 1, where
values >= 0.5 classify as taken and < 0.5 classify as not taken. This mapping between 0
and 1 is handled by the Sigmoid activation function. While the Sigmoid activation function
is considered part of the forward propagation from a software perspective, in hardware it is
handled after the prediction is made since the classification is known based on the sign of
the input fed into the Sigmoid layer. As such, Sigmoid is discussed in the back-propagation
section of the architecture.
3.4 Backpropagation
Back-propagation is the process of updating the weights in the network. In this process,
BRAT calculates the loss of the prediction and propagates it backwards through the network
in order to update the weights for the fully-connected layers. Figure 4.2 is an example of
the error calculation process. The T node represents the true taken value from the pipeline,
the S and S’ nodes refer to the Sigmoid and its derivative, the L nodes represent the loss
values, which are then used to calculate the Error which is stored in the E node. From
11
here, the error is used throughout the Back-propagation in order to calculate how much to
modify the weights by and update them. This process and the relevant optimizations are




A major issue with implementing neural networks in hardware is the expensive cost of the
hardware. This section addresses the optimizations and costs associated with the BRAT
architecture.
































































Figure 4.1: A Neural Network with ReLU Activation Layer
An important thing to note with BRAT going forward in the forward propagation is that,
all mathematical operations are performed with Q6.6 fixed point representation. While the
backpropagation and weight storage is done in Q6.18, the forward propagation needs to be
fast and thus 6 bits of integer precision and 6 bits of float precision limit the representation
range to numbers between (-33,32) and any value that would exceed this bound will be
13
truncated to either -33 or 32.
Referring to Figure 4.1, the edges from the the input nodes I to the wide input adder
signify a multiplication with a unique weight for each edge. As the inputs are binary, this
logic reduces to a basic multiplexer or an AND gate such that when the input is 1, the output
of the edge is the weight itself and otherwise it is 0. The adder before each hidden node H1
is comprised of a wide adder tree built using carry save adders combined with carry look-
ahead adders such as the Kogge Stone Adder. [20].From here, the sign bit is used to select
between the input value, if positive, and a small constant times the input value, if negative.
This function is LeakyReLU, and in order to implement this efficiently, the constant is
chosen as a power of two(1/8); this reduces the multiply to a bit shift while maintaining
the benefits of LeakyReLU as opposed to ReLU. Once the LeakyReLU values are stored
in the H2 nodes, they are max-pooled,in groups of two, and multiplied. The calculation of
max pooling is done by subtracting one grouped value by the other and taking the sign. For
timing, this is done in parallel with the multiplication of each of the inputs by a weight.
Once the multiplied values are computed and the appropriate ones selected according to
max pooling, they are added together and the sign bit of the resultant computation is taken
to produce the prediction value. From here the output is sent into the error calculation phase
of the back-propagation where the Sigmoid and update calculations will be performed.
4.0.2 Pipelined Implementation of Forward Propagation
The logic for the forward propagation is quite significant and BRAT requires at least 3 cy-
cles to compute the prediction once the inputs are known. Using Cadence Genus, BRAT is
able to operate at a 2.5GHz frequency. The pipeline register is immediately following the
ReLU stage of the forward propagation; This results in a 2 cycle implementation. How-
ever, as the local history must be retrieved from the 512 entry Local History Table and the
weights must be retrieved from the correct entry in the network table, there is likely an ad-
ditional cycle of latency to prepare the inputs for the branch prediction engine. This results
14
in a 3 cycle prediction latency which is comparable to the latency of TAGE-SCL which is
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4.1.1 Backwards Propagation and Optimizations
Back-propagation is an expensive procedure due to the large number of multipliers and
adders needed to tune and update the weights. Multiplying every input by the associated
error would be infeasible in the case of the first fully connected layer, and the activation
functions such as Sigmoid and Binary Cross Entropy (BCE) Loss are far too expensive to
implement directly in hardware. There are several optimizations that must be made in order
to mitigate some of the cost of back-propagation and allow us to reasonably implement it
as a circuit. The optimizations can be followed along in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3.
The first optimization moves the application of the Sigmoid from the forward propaga-
tion pass to the more latency tolerant backward propagation pass. The Sigmoid activation
function (Equation Equation 4.1) is applied to the output of the forward propagation in or-
der to train the network for a binary decision (output). To adapt this to physical hardware,
BRAT uses a piece-wise linear function that approximates the Sigmoid function. In paral-
lel with this stage is the calculation of the derivative of Sigmoid (Equation Equation 4.2)
using the same technique. This reduces the complex exponential and division logic to a
multiplier and an adder. The constant values for the slope-intercept form can be stored in a
lookup table that can be indexed by the input value. The outputs of these calculations will



















Following this, BRAT calculates the loss using BCE (Equation Equation 4.3), the most
apt loss function for binary classification. However, BCE uses a divide which is infeasi-
ble for timely predictions. Furthermore, BRAT cannot calculate loss until the true label
of a branch, whether it was taken or not taken, is known. BRAT is able to mitigate this
again by applying a piecewise linear function for when the value is taken and a separate
piecewise function for when the value is not taken. By speculating between these, BRAT is
able to calculate loss before the label is known. Furthermore, by multiplying the sigmoid
derivative by the learning rate, BRAT avoids having to apply the learning rate throughout
the pipeline. Throughout the architecture, the learning rate is a power of two, specifically
2−7, in order to have the multiply take the form of a fixed bit-shift. However, due to the
wide output of multipliers, this shift can be accomplished by selecting different bits for the
output of the multiply and avoid the shifting logic entirely.
After calculating the loss, the first error for backwards propagation is calculated by multi-
plying the previously calculated derivative of Sigmoid by the aforementioned loss.
Taking this value, BRAT moves to update the weights of the hidden layer. In order to do
this, BRAT multiplies the current weights by the error, using as many multipliers as there
are nodes in the hidden layer. BRAT then subtract these values from the weights to modify
them. Due to the usage of maxpooling, only half of the weights will be modified in this
step as only half of the weights for this layer are used in any given prediction. In parallel
with this, BRAT multiplies the error by the H inputs in order to calculate the error for the
next layer.
After this layer, BRAT applies the derivative of LeakyReLU, which takes as many two-
input multiplexers as there are hidden layer nodes. After computing the errors for this
layer, BRAT needs to initiate the final update of the weights for the first Fully Connected
Layer. Since the inputs at this level are all either 0 or 1, BRAT can again take advantage of
the AND gate to replace the multiplies here. After this, BRAT simply subtracts the errors
from all the weights in this layer.
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4.1.2 Pipelined Implementation of Backwards Propagation
The backwards propagation process is quite lengthy and will require many pipeline stages.
The Sigmoid piecewise function will take 2 cycles to compute, which can be done in par-
allel with the Sigmoid derivative calculation. Applying the scalar factor of the learning
rate can be optimized by changing which bits from the Sigmoid Derivative calculation are
used for the resultant value. Calculating the BCE loss will take another 2 cycles, and the
final multiplication for error calculation will take an additional cycle. As such the error
calculation will take 5 cycles. The BCE loss calculation requires knowledge of the branch
outcome and can stall the pipeline. Instead, BRAT can speculate the branch outcome and
by replicating the BCE loss computation, BRAT can then utilize the true branch behavior
to select between the two possible error values. In shallower pipelines, this optimization
may avoid unnecessary stalls to the update process.
In the 6th stage, BRAT calculates the ReLU Error and the ∆ that is to be applied to
the weights for the 2nd fully connected layer. In the 7th stage BRAT subtract this ∆ from
the original weights to update them and use the sign bits from the ReLU layer inputs to
calculate the error for the first fully connected layer. The 8th pipeline stage applies the first
layer’s inputs as and gates to generate the ∆ matrix and subtract the value from the original
weights. In total the backwards propagation should take 8 cycles to complete. Depending
on the design constraints of a system, it may require up to 10 cycles to update.
4.2 Side-Effects of Pipelining BRAT
Due to pipelining in the forward and backward propagation, when two branches in close
succession index into the same network, the second branch will use stagnant weights that
would have been updated in a non-pipelined architecture, and will also update weights that
have been changed from when they were last used. Stalling the forward pipeline until the
backwards pipeline has committed would greatly hinder throughput for predictions and is
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not a viable solution. However, as this occurrence is rare and the low learning rate causes
minimal changes in prediction accuracy, the BRAT architecture simply lets the second
branch update the new weights.
4.3 Prediction Latency and Mitigation Techniques
When used in conjunction with pipelined processors, the BRAT is expected to have a re-
sponse latency of 3 cycles. As it is proposed in this paper, the BRAT predictor should be
used with a small bimodal table or G-Share predictor that it can override and correct predic-
tions for. As mentioned by [4], ahead prediction [21] is also a viable method for reducing
the latency of predictions by estimating the program counter of a branch instruction cycles
before the branch is decoded or fetched. [22] also finds that using ahead prediction does
not have significant impact on the performance of predictors. Combining ahead prediction
with a small overridable predictor will allow for timely predictions without significantly
impacting the accuracy of the prediction engine.
4.4 Training the HWNN
Due to the slow learning rate of neural networks, BRAT uses a bimodal or gshare predictor
to assist the BRAT using a tournament style prediction inspired by the work presented in
[23]. The tournament can thus be used to determine when the BRAT result should be used
for overriding the result of the 2-bit counter table. Depending on the available memory
budget, the gshare is more performant for larger tables and bimodal predictors perform
better with smaller tables that experience more collisions. While the simple predictor is
used primarily for the cold start of BRAT on context switches, BRAT is trained on all of
the conditional branches encountered by the network. A small 256 byte tournament (210
entry) is sufficient for this purpose. While the BRAT predictor may reach a stage where
further training is not necessary, BRAT continues training on every conditional branch to
ensure confidence and allow for the detection of changes in branch patterns and a timely
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correction. Since BRAT may learn slowly, it is necessary to learn at all times so that any
deviations or changes in branching patterns can be learned from. Since the small secondary
predictor is already required as a latency mitigation technique, it serves this dual purpose
without increasing the hardware cost any more than is absolutely necessary.
4.5 Methodology
4.5.1 Traces Selected
Table 4.1: Traces from the Competition Branch Prediction Traces (CBP). Each trace has
> 25M conditional branches. Traces are ordered by their performance on a 64KB gshare
predictor.
Trace Name Baseline Accuracy (%)
SHORT SERVER 138 79.59
SHORT SERVER 139 82.82
SHORT SERVER 146 82.84
SHORT SERVER 133 84.01
SHORT SERVER 187 85.54
SHORT SERVER 136 85.79
SHORT SERVER 145 86.38
SHORT SERVER 144 86.70
SHORT SERVER 143 87.21
SHORT SERVER 130 87.83
SHORT SERVER 185 87.93
SHORT MOBILE 16 88.09
SHORT SERVER 134 88.14
SHORT SERVER 162 88.25
LONG MOBILE 8 88.50
To validate the architecture a trace based cycle accurate simulator is used that models
each pipeline stage of the BRAT predictor. Traces are selected from the SPEC2017 Integer
suite and the 2016 Championship Branch Prediction evaluation traces. Using a similar ap-
proach to Branchnet, experiments are done with a set of SimPoints [24] for each SPEC 2017
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Table 4.2: Selected Traces from SPEC2017 Integer. Traces are selected such that enough










benchmark such that coverage of the program is 90+%. The deepsjeng and xalancbmk
benchmarks are excluded due to incomplete SimPoints, Table Table 4.2 shows the selected
SPEC2017 Integer Benchmarks. The results of simulations on these traces is a weighted
average based on the proportion of the benchmark they represent. In order to select traces
from the CBP 2016 suite, the 15 worst performers on a 64KB gshare predictor are selected
that also have more than 25 million conditional branches executed. Table Table 4.1 lists
the selected CBP traces.
4.5.2 Architecture
Considering memory footprints from 2K bytes to 256K bytes, the configurations that av-
erage the highest accuracy across the selected traces are selected. A table of these config-
urations is provided as Table Table 4.3. As mentioned in chapter 4, the configurations are
limited to have at most 8 nodes in each hidden layer, which is achieved by having one-
eighth as many hidden layer nodes as inputs. BRAT indexes into the table of networks
using the lower bits of the PC excluding the lowest 2 bits as the experiments are run on x86
traces with variable instruction lengths. Predictors larger than 256 KB are not considered
in the experiments due to the infeasibility of implementing such large predictors. With the
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Table 4.3: Table of best performing configurations across all traces based on memory foot-
print, Bimodal Height ≥ 214 uses G-Share instead
Size (KB) GHR Bits LH Bits Bimodal Height Networks
2 15 16 212 22
4 31 16 212 22
8 31 16 214 22
16 31 16 214 24
32 47 16 216 23
64 47 16 217 24
128 47 16 218 25
256 47 16 218 27
available overhead in memory footprint, it is possible that a TAGE predictor or perceptron
predictor could be used in place of the bimodal table to regain some accuracy in future
work.
Table 4.4: Size of Arithmetic Portion of BRAT Predictor
Portion of Network 32 input 32 input 64 input 64 input
transistor SRAM transistor SRAM
count equiv. count equiv.
Forward 46K 0.93KB 154K 3.13KB
Backward 161K 3.88KB 504K 10.24KB
Total 207K 4.81KB 658K 13.37KB
As a neural architecture has a significantly higher amount of arithmetic than histori-
cally popular branch predictors, even exceeding the arithmetic performed by the perceptron
based predictor. As such, it is important to acknowledge the physical area of the prediction
engine that is not attributed to the memory footprint. RTL models were created for the
different portions of the BRAT predictor. Each module is synthesized and mapped using
Cadence Genus to determine the utilization of the gates made available by the NanGate15
FreePDK[25]. These models do not include the memory footprints as these are dependent
on the configuration and calculated using the CACTI [26] utility made publicly available
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by HP Labs. By using the gate counts and publicly available information on the transistors
in each gate, the number of transistors is found for each model. In order to make this data
easier to understand in relation to the other popular branch predictors, it is represented in
terms of equivalent area in KiloBytes of SRAM using the 6 transistors per bit model. In
order to account for the memory access penalties and the local history lookup, it is expected
that a physical implementation would require 3 cycles to calculate a prediction at 2.5 GHz.
To be fair in comparison, these hardware costs are added to the memory footprints in the
graphs presented in chapter 5 which causes the minimum size to be 8 KB.
4.5.3 Other Simulated Predictors
An implementation of the perceptron predictor [9] and the Bi-Mode predictor[13] that ac-
cepts the traces selected is also simulated. In order to simulate the TAGE-SCL predictor[2],
the simulator developed by the authors of BranchNet which builds off of an implementa-
tion submitted to the Championship Branch Prediction 2016 workshop is used. For the
perceptron simulation, the table of optimal configurations for each memory footprint as de-
scribed here [9] is used. The Bi-Mode predictor configurations are swept through in order
to find the ones that perform the best on average across the workloads. While not actively
explored, the Statistical Corrector (SC) and Loop Predictor (L) supplementary predictors















































































































































Figure 5.1: Accuracy of the BRAT predictor across the spread of CBP traces at various
memory budgets. The best performing configuration for each memory budget is chosen for
each benchmark.
Based on the misprediction rates in Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2, the BRAT predictor is
able to learn branch relationships quite well once it hits around 64KB. Due to the hardware
costs, there are not configurations that substantially improve BRAT at lower KBs, and any
values below 8KB are infeasible. It is apparent that for benchmarks such as omnetpp,










































Figure 5.2: Accuracy of the BRAT predictor across the spread of SPEC benchmarks at
various memory budgets. The best performing configuration for each memory budget is
chosen for each benchmark.
predictor accuracy. However, the accuracy for the other traces improves significantly as the
memory footprint is expanded. BRAT sees some diminishing returns as the size increases,
though this is likely due to collisions in the network table. The best size that BRAT seems
to perform at on a footprint vs accuracy improvement metric is 64KB.
As seen in Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.3, the performance of BRAT is competitive with
state-of-the-art predictors across all of the traces. While the heavily optimized TAGE-SC-
L does outperform BRAT, BRAT is extremely close on some traces such as in omnetpp.
Unfortunately, TAGE-SC-L handily outperforms BRAT on smaller traces in CBP such as
SHORT MOBILE16. Still, across the suite of benchmarks, The BRAT predictor’s perfor-










































































































































Figure 5.3: Misprediction rates compared to state-of-the-art predictors with a 64KB mem-
ory budget for CBP
weights in each network from the network table, each network is able to learn substantially














































Figure 5.4: Misprediction rates compared to state-of-the-art predictors with a 64KB mem-




On exceptionally hard to predict workloads, the BRAT branch predictor is competitive with
TAGE-SC-L though slightly outperformed. BRAT shows strong promise on hard to predict
traces and has an advantage in timing requirements over TAGE-SC-L which takes 4 cycles
compared to BRAT’s 3. The BRAT structure and its application to branch prediction pave
the way for further research in online, multi-layer, neural network based branch prediction
approaches.
The current implementation allows updates to be applied to stagnant weights as queuing
updates would be costly. Future implementations may experiment with batched updates or
aggregation to save power and reduce the complexity of queuing these values. Currently,
BRAT uses a traditional binary definition in order to eliminate the 2’s complement in-
version that would be necessary along the input edges. However, should binary bipolar
provide significant improvement, it is possible that a small modification to the pipeline
and its’ latency could increase performance substantially. Furthermore, this paper lacks
supplementary predictors for BRAT that could be researched and added in the future. An-
other potential avenue of research is to create a hybrid BRAT-TAGE predictor. This kind
of predictor would let TAGE handle most Branches, while BRAT would focus on learning
especially hard to predict branches.
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